Evaluation of positional error during radiotherapy for breast cancer after modified radical mastectomy.
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Abstract

Accurate positioning of Radiation Therapy (RT) is critical to its safety and efficacy for postmastectomy patients. We measured the Planning Target Volume (PTV) margins using the daily Cone-Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) for patients who received Modified Radical Mastectomies (MRMs). We analysed setup error data using CBCT for 58 postmastectomy patients, including 28 with left-sided breast cancers (15 patients who received single chest wall (CW) RT and 13 who received CW plus supraclavicular region (CW/SR) RT) and 30 with right-sided cancers (15 who received single CW RT and 15 who received CW/SR RT). The positional error was corrected and compared in x, y, and z translational planes for different breast cancer locations (left or right) and different target volumes (single CW or CW/SR). We analysed a total of 925 digital images using the On Board Imaging system (OBI). The Z translational errors in treating CW/SR were significantly greater than in treating CW alone for both left-sided (P=0.035) and right-sided (P=0.048) cancers. The Y translational errors were significantly greater for the left-sided cancers than for the right-sided cancers (P=0.026) for both CW alone (P=0.026) and CW/SR (P=0.001). The Z translational errors of CW/SR were significantly greater than of single CW, and the Y translational errors were significantly greater on the left side than on the right side. In treating postmastectomy patients with daily image-guided radiation therapy, positioning errors should be checked and corrected.
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Introduction

For breast cancer patients who have undergone MRM, post-operative adjuvant Radiation Therapy (RT) has been shown to reduce the risk of local recurrence [1-4]. However, precise targeting for RT after mastectomy can be problematic because of the irregularly shaped target volumes that include thin and curved Chest Walls (CWs), surrounding heart, lung, brachial plexus, contralateral breast, and other organs at risk (OAR); and non-coplanar supraclavicular and axillary regions. These require the use of sophisticated techniques that generate optimal dosimetry to meet clinical requirements. Three-Dimensional Conformal RT (3D-CRT), Intensity-Modulated RT (IMRT), and Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT) were shown to provide superior target volume coverage and dose conformity while reducing the dose delivered to the surrounding normal tissues [5,6]. However, these advanced techniques require accurate treatment delivery, as even slight errors in patient position caused by treatment setup errors and inter-fractional motions can significantly affect dose delivery to target volume and OARs. Therefore, Image-Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT) is a fundamental prerequisite to the safe practice of the post-MRM 3D-CRT, IMRT, and VMAT. Cone-Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) image sets are acquired by two-dimensional projection images at different positions that rotate around the patient and reconstructed through software algorithms into a three-dimensional volume. The co-registration by CBCT enhances the patient position accuracy and reduces the random deviations better than by traditional two-dimensional portal imaging, and it can offer smaller Planning Target Volumes (PTV), improved target coverage, and lower doses to OARs [7-9]. Adequate target dose coverage is needed for the local control of breast cancer.

An International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) report [10] recommends that PTV
shape absorbed-dose distributions to ensure that the prescribed absorbed dose will actually be delivered to all parts of the CTV with a clinically acceptable probability, despite geometrical uncertainties such as organ motion and setup variations. However, large PTV margins may also increase the dose delivered to the surrounding OARs. For example, a larger PTV volume was associated with greater increases in risk fibrosis and cardiac disease [11,12]. The risk in expanding PTV margins could be limited by reducing the systematic setup error [13].

Postmastectomy RT has different considerations that the RT in use to treat other tumors, including the considerable possibility of positional error due to the rare use of thermoplastic mask immobilization and the presence of skin folds between the breast boards and skin. Furthermore, the overwhelming majority of studies of setup accuracy for breast cancer patients concentrated on patients who had undergone breast-conserving procedures (lumpectomy with whole breast RT). Few studies have investigated the setup accuracy in MRM patients who required CW and Supraclavicular Region (SR) irradiation and faced potential setup errors such as patient positional movement.

This study evaluated these positional errors using quantitative analysis of the images using CBCT and online correction protocols.

Material and Method

Patients

Patients who underwent MRMs from March 2013 to October 2015 at our institution, including 28 patients with left-sided cancers (15 patients receiving CW alone RT and 13 receiving CW+SR RT) and 30 with right-sided cancers (15 CW alone RT and 15 CW+SR RT) were included in this study. The characteristics of these patients and their treatments are summarized in Table 1. This study was conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki, and was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Chinese PLA General Hospital (No. S2014-001-02). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The characteristics of these patients and their treatments are summarized in Table 1.

We included patients (a) with confirmed pathological invasive breast carcinoma; (b) who received MRM with/without axillary dissection or sentinel node biopsy alone; (c) tolerated RT well, without bone marrow suppression after chemotherapy; (d) could be immobilized with a breast board due to good activity function of ipsilateral upper limb; and (e) had no poor wound healing or axillary effusion. We excluded patients (a) whose Karnofsky performance score was <70; (b) for whom RT was not indicated; (c) who did not have complete CBCT imaging data available; or (d) were unwilling to participate in the study.

Treatment technique

All patients were treated in a supine position and immobilized with a breast board, and both arms elevated above the head holding hands grips, and individually positioned using an arm-support device. Three skin marks defined the position of patients, breast board, and treatment couch on patient’s left, right, and thorax by a laser beam, representing X, Y, and Z axes, respectively. A 5.0 mm bolus was added to the CW, and the surgical scar was marked with a radiopaque clip. Patients underwent simulation Computed Tomography (CT) scanning (Brilliance TM CT BigBore, Philips) with 3.0 mm slice thickness. CT images were transferred to the Pinnacle system (Pinnacle3 version 9.6, Phillips Medical Systems, Andover, MA, USA), on which we performed target delineation and treatment planning. The prescription doses were 50 Gy in 25 fractions (23 cases) and 36.5 Gy in 10 fractions (35 cases), respectively, which were the fractionation regimens of a phase II clinical trial that was being carried out at our institution.

Online IGRT protocol

Treatment was delivered using a Varian RapidArc™ linear accelerator (Varian Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) equipped with a kilo voltage CBCT image-guidance system. The image matching function was computed by the system software. X, Y, and Z represent the right-left, superior-inferior, and anterior-posterior directions, respectively. The online images of the target volumes and adjacent anatomic structures were acquired daily with OBI before each treatment. The rigid matching anatomic landmarks for the OBI were the vertebrae, sternum, and ribs. The acquired CBCT images were
automatically compared with the planning images and then manually repositioned to determine the inter-fractional motions and setup errors, which were corrected online by performing a couch shift. The positional errors were recorded in the X, Y, and Z translational directions (Figure 1).

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using the IBM SPSS (Version 20.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) statistical data package. Systematic error was computed for each patient’s positional error by averaging all the fractions; Standard Deviation (SD) as random error was also calculated. Systematic error of patient groups ($\Sigma$), (right or left breast patient groups and those undergoing CW or CW+SR radiation), was derived to describe random errors ($\sigma$) of motion parameters for all fractions of each group. Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. Paired t-tests were used to compare mean displacement between left and right groups. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to determine significant differences for all the parameters of systematic and random errors. A P-value <0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Altogether, we analysed 925 OBI's for the 58 breast cancer patients. Table 2 summarizes the positional error parameters in three directions (X, Y, and Z), based on the different target volumes (CW and CW/SR) in patients with left- and right-sided breast cancers (Figure 2) and the translational errors in the X, Y, and Z directions in the 58 patients (A, left-side breast cancer patients; B, right-side breast cancer patients).

The translational errors for the different target volumes (CW vs. CW/SR) are compared in Table 3. The translational errors in the Z direction for CW/SR were significantly larger than those for CW alone, depending on whether the primary tumor was located on the left or right side (left: P=0.035 and right: P=0.048). The translational errors in the X and Y directions for the different target volumes were not statistically significant.

The left-sided translational errors in the Y direction were significantly larger than those on the right side (P=0.001), both for CW alone (P=0.026) and CW/SR (P=0.001) as target volume. However, the translational errors in the X and Z directions for the different target volumes were not statistically significant (Tables 4 and 5).

Table 1. Patients and treatment characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Left side (N)</th>
<th>Right side (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>28 (48.3)</td>
<td>30 (51.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51.5 (12.2)</td>
<td>53.0 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose and fractionation (%)</td>
<td>10 (17.2)</td>
<td>13 (29.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTVC volume (cc)</td>
<td>18 (31.1)</td>
<td>17 (22.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTV volume (cc)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>644 (11.2)</td>
<td>623 (13.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target volume</td>
<td>Chest wall</td>
<td>15 (25.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chest wall+supraclavicular</td>
<td>13 (22.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TNM stage (%)</td>
<td>II stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 (17.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>Median (SD)</td>
<td>25.9 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Translation errors in X, Y and Z directions for different target volumes and primary tumor location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Left CW</th>
<th>Left CW + SC</th>
<th>Right CW</th>
<th>Right CW + SC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2 ± 1.12</td>
<td>2.1 ± 1.09</td>
<td>-0.1 ± 1.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Comparison of translational errors of different target volumes (chest wall vs. chest wall+supraclavicular region) for left and right breast cancer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Displacement direction</th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>CW+SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.25</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>5.0 ± 0.31</td>
<td>4.6 ± 0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.26</td>
<td>4.9 ± 0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data presented as mean ± standard deviation. CW: Chest Wall; SC: Supraclavicular.

Table 4. Comparison of translational errors of different primary tumor location (left breast vs. right breast) for target volumes of chest wall and chest wall+supraclavicular region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Displacement direction</th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>CW+SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.25</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>5.0 ± 0.31</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.26</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data presented as mean ± standard deviation. CW: Chest Wall; SC: Supraclavicular.

Table 5. Comparison of translational errors of different primary tumor location (left breast vs. right breast).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Displacement direction</th>
<th>Primary tumor location</th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0 ± 0.19</td>
<td>4.3 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.8 ± 0.22</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.20</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Z                      |                        | 0.19 | 0.001 |

Discussion

Adjuvant radiotherapy is a critical therapy for breast cancer patients who have undergone MRM. As primary RT technologies, 3D-CRT and IMRT offer superior target volume coverage and dose conformity, with a limited dose to the normal structures [14-17]. In the process of radiotherapy for breast cancer patients, the position repeatability of the target volume is affected by many factors, such as breathing, weight change, treatment setup error, inter-fractional motion, which lead to an incomplete irradiation of the target volume or a higher irradiation dose of the normal organs, resulting in not only a lower local control rate, but also serious complications [18-20]. Guckenberger et al. reported that a mean reduction of PTV minimal dose errors were rotational errors alone in 4.4%, translational errors alone in 6%, and combined translational and rotational errors in 7% [7]. Studies have shown that increased positional errors result in a loss of target volume coverage and increased OAR maximal dose [7,21,22].

CBCT [23], a major non-crystal X-ray, plate-based digital imaging equipment, is advantageous due to its small volume, light weight, and open architecture features; it can also be directly integrated into the linear accelerator. A Gantry rotation cycle will be able to acquire and reconstruct CT images of a volume within the scope of the reconstructed three-dimensional image, which can be matched with a three-dimensional image of the treatment plan to assess the positional error. CBCT has a high resolution and can recognize the soft tissue structure. CBCT can accurately calculate the
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three-dimensional translational directions of each center on the setup errors and reflect the location and changes to the irradiation area (its structure and organization) in the image processing system through the software data processing and control the mobile treatment bed position error correction, which can effectively improve the accuracy of radiotherapy. Therefore, breathing, chest motion, and other physiological activities that are captured on the image result in the tissue image being larger than the CT image, thus causing errors when matching the image. In addition, when the image matching is successful, the rotation error cannot be corrected by rotating the therapeutic bed in the Y-axis direction, only by analyzing the rotation of the image. IGRT [24], the medical accelerator CT combined with imaging acquisition equipment, obtains the target information, verifies whether the treatment plan with the image information for measuring position errors and correct guidance, guides the follow-up treatment, and reduces the setup error. A linear accelerator equipped with CBCT is the most widely used image guidance technology and often used in precise clinical radiotherapy on tumor positioning error correction where it is very effective. IGRT is integral to ensuring the safe delivery of 3D-CRT and IMRT by decreasing systematic error using online verification.

The margins expanded by CTV-to-PTV and planning risk volume (PRV) were guided by measuring the position errors using CBCT online positional verification. Breast patient setup errors affected not only irradiated regions and neighboring critical organs but also PTV and PRV dose distribution. Breast patient setup errors mainly reflected the accuracy of the mechanical isocenter, treatment isocenter, resolution of couch positioning, laser position, and immobilization devices [22]. Other setup errors were related to patient factors, including age, performance status, body shape and movement, and compliance.

Patient setup errors were composed of the systematic and random deviations during inter-fractional variations in patient posture and position. A CTV-to-PTV margin size that ensures at least 95% dose to 99% of the CTV (on average) was equal to about 2 Σ+0.7σ based on the study of Stroom et al. [22]. According to the formula, the mean motion displacements for 58 patients in our study were 6 mm (X), 5 mm (Y), and 6 mm (Z). Our results for the setup errors were very similar to others published studies. Lozano et al. quantifiedly analysed the systematic and random patient setup errors in conventional RT for breast and head-and-neck cancers with a no-action level protocol and found translational margin deviations of 6.3 mm (X), 7.2 mm (Y), and 4.8 mm (Z) for breast cancers [25]. Semaniak and Kukolowicz investigated postmastectomy position errors for two patient groups and found PTV margins to be 5.1 mm (X) and 4.9 mm (Y) for the first group and 5.4 mm (X) and 6.4 mm (Y) for the second group [26]. Increasingly, in clinical treatment settings, additional CBCT images are taken to verify the patients’ setups and to assess the daily dose delivery.

In the present study, we considered the motion and setup errors of breast cancer irradiation for two different target volumes: CW alone and the CW/SR. The Z translational errors of CW/SR were greater than those for the CW alone, for both the left side (P=0.035) and the right side (P=0.048). These differences in the Z direction had three possible causes. First, a greater target volume increased the motion errors due to generating uncertainty in the image registration. Chung et al. showed that a large target volume (breast size) was significantly associated with an extensive setup error (P=0.022) and recommended that meticulous caution is paid to patients with large breasts on every fraction [27]. Second, the non-coplanar target volumes of CW and SR lead to motion errors in the Z direction during image registration. Third, the position alignment of CW/SR was more difficult because variations in the arm position make it difficult to establish an exact correlation between the bony anatomy and the target volume position [28,29]. Feng et al. reported PTV margins were consistently larger by 0.4-1.2 mm in all axes for large target volumes including the supraclavicular and axillary nodal regions, with calculated PTV margins of 7.1 mm (Z), 4.3 mm (X), and 8.9 mm (Y) [29].

This distinction between the CW and SR positioning in the Z direction is important after MRM, as it affects the total dose to the CW target and adjacent OARs (lung and heart). The lung and heart volumes irradiated in the auxiliary RT after MRM could be significantly affected by positioning errors in the Z-axis direction due to the adjacent ipsilateral lungs and/or heart, and because the CW is obviously thinned by the resection of the breast and some pectoralis muscle. Larger PTV margins may assure a sufficient coverage of the target volumes, but it could also increase the radiation dose to OARs. Thus, reducing the position errors in the Z-axis direction is necessary to improve setup technique and to carry out daily IGRT safely [28].

To our knowledge, no study has explicitly reported on positional errors in maintaining required margins for PTV for different breast tumor locations for post-MRM RT by various IGRT image registrations. We first reported different positional errors for patients who had undergone left or right mastectomies. Translational Z errors were not significant (left: 4.5 ± 0.20 mm; right: 4.5 ± 0.22 mm; P=0.844), nor were X errors (left: 4.0 ± 0.10 mm; right: 4.3 ± 0.21 mm; P=0.190). However, Y translational differed significantly (left: 4.8 ± 0.22 mm; right: 3.6 ± 0.18 mm; P=0.001). Similarly, Y translational errors differed significantly left and right breasts for target volumes of the CW alone versus the CW/SR.

Reportedly, the setup margins required for the breast cancer patients are largest in the Y (superior-inferior) direction [29,30], possibly because cardiac impulses produce Y translational errors in the left CW (with or without the SR) as the thinner CW after mastectomy is more sensitive to impulses of the heart and main blood vessels. Alderliesten et al. [31] found a moderate correlation between the breast surface and heart displacement and considerable geometric variations of the heart relative to the breast surface (particularly in the Y direction). Variable heart positions in the Y direction at least had the same effect on setup errors in the Y direction, which
may have been exacerbated by the tilted body position of patients being treated on an angled breast board. We also found that CTV-PTV margins significantly varied in the Y direction for CW RT (with or without the SR) in patients treated for left- versus right-side breast cancers. The motion and setup error differences between RT for the right- and left-sided breast cancers have not been widely studied. Yue et al. [32] also reported differences in the motion and setup errors between the right- and left-sided breast cancers treated with accelerated partial breast irradiation. The use of the bony anatomy-based reference points indicated that the mean three-dimensional vector motion magnitudes differed significantly (left: 7.5 mm; right: 6.4 mm, *P* = 0.005). The mean systematic errors of the bony anatomy based on the motion for the left-versus right-side breast patients were as follows: X: 2.6 vs. 3.1 mm (P = 0.075); Y: 4.2 vs. 3.1 mm (P = 0.010); and Z: 3.9 vs. 2.8 mm (P = 0.000). This study confirmed obvious differences in setup errors between the left- and right-side breast RT. However, due to the anatomic structures being essentially changed, the resultant setup errors in the X and Z directions, with a significant difference for both sides, could not be applied to the patients after mastectomy irradiation. Based on our findings, the CTV-PTV margins used in clinical practice should be adapted to consider the differences in setup errors for the left- and right-sided breast cancers.

The main limitation of this present research was that the respiratory control facilities were not applied in our study. Thus, we lacked the information on the intra-fraction movements (such as respiration), which have been associated with significant setup errors [33-35]. However, Richter et al. reported that breathing-induced chest motions were small in planning four-dimensional CT studies and were found to be reproducible for the total treatment course [36]. Similarly, Brouwers et al. reported that data from both setup and two-dimensional electronic portal imaging device dosimetry indicate that RT for patients treated during free breathing and voluntary moderately deep inspiration breath-holding was reproducible without significant differences [34].

**Conclusion**

The Z translational errors of irradiating the CWs plus the SR of breast cancer patients were significantly greater than that of the CWs alone, and the left-sided Y-translational errors in these patients were significantly greater than for the right-sided errors. In treating breast cancer patients after MRM, positioning errors in IGRT should be anticipated and corrected.
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